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Beyond the Balancing Scales: The Importance of Prejudice and Dialogue in A Local
Authority v E and Others

Abstract:

In May 2012 a best interests ruling was made under the Mental Capacity Act 2005 to
coercively treat a severely anorexic woman against her will. The best interests decision
was purportedly reached through a process of judicial balancing; however, there is
something deeply unsatisfactory about this account. The commentary delves beyond the
expressed balancing method and applies the tools of philosophical hermeneutics to both
understand and challenge the best interests ruling in A Local Authority v E and Others.
First, the hermeneutic concept of ‘prejudice’ makes explicit the implicit judgements
determining the best interests decision in this case. Second, the commentary challenges
the best interests decision in two ways: (i) the hermeneutic emphasis on dialogical
understanding provides grounds for questioning the judge’s failure to integrate the views
of E and her wider decision community (including family and long-term clinicians); (ii)
the ruling could be deemed invalid due to the implicit application of a status-based rather
than statutory functional test to assess E’s current and retrospective capacity.
Keywords: adjudication, anorexia, best interests, hermeneutics, Mental Capacity Act
2005, A Local Authority v E and Others
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In May 2012 a judge ruled that a severely anorexic woman, E, was to be coercively fed
and treated against her wishes.1 Numerous factors make this decision controversial. First,
it directly opposed E’s decision against treatment and desire to die with dignity. Two
advance decisions were made against tube feeding and life support, yet both were
overturned on the finding of retrospective incapacity. Second, treatment would involve
extremely high risks, such as refeeding syndrome and E’s susceptibility to physical trauma
due to osteoporosis. Mechanical ventilation might be required to prevent her from dying
during the course of treatment ‘her chances of surviving or not surviving treatment [are]
no more than equally balanced’.2 Third, the invasiveness of forced feeding recreated the
psychological trauma of the sexual abuse E suffered as a child. Fourth, the chances of a
full recovery were small considering the complex triad of anorexia, borderline personality
disorder and alcoholism, as well as her more recent addiction to prescribed opiates for
pain relief. The restoration of a healthy Body Mass Index (BMI) would be merely a
‘precondition for starting on fundamental psychological and physical therapies’.3 Finally,
this ruling overturned not only E’s wishes, but also the views of her family and the
medical professionals treating her – all of who had come to a ‘unanimous view that all
treatment options have been exhausted’ and that a palliative care route was appropriate.4
This commentary focuses on the deliberative procedure used to arrive at a various
decisions in A Local Authority v E and Others (E and Others): the metaphor of the scales
is applied to articulate the competing claims, and the process of ‘weighing’ or ‘balancing’
these claims is purported to both express and guide the judicial decision-making
procedure. The following questions are asked in this commentary: what is the role of
judicial balancing as a decision-making tool in E and Others? What other, implicit
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deliberative mechanisms can we uncover, and can these hidden resources provide
improved critical tools to challenge the ruling?
Exploring the phenomenology of judicial deliberation in this case will help answer
these questions and, in the process, two arguments which draw on the resources of
philosophical hermeneutics will be forwarded: first, the view that balancing is the primary
mechanism used to make the different decisions in this case will be questioned. Instead,
the commentary suggests that the hermeneutic notion of ‘prejudice’ is crucial to
understanding both the best interests ruling and capacity assessments. Second, the best
interests ruling could be challenged on two fronts. Firstly, a more self-reflexive,
dialogical mode of understanding as encouraged by hermeneutics would have
incorporated the views E and of those closest to her in the best interests decision.
Secondly, the best interests decision could be considered invalid due to the implicit statusbased test used to assess E’s capacity, both at the material time and retrospectively.
The first half of the commentary focuses on the best interests ruling while the
second half examines the capacity assessment in E and Others. Section I examines the
importance and theoretical assumptions of the balancing procedure in Court of Protection
rulings. Moreover, how it is purportedly used to make the best interests ruling in E and
Others will be explored. Section II contests the moral suitability of the balancing
procedure in this case. This section highlights the importance of ‘prejudice’ as well as
argues that the hermeneutic distinction between moral and empathetic dialogue provides
grounds for criticising the ruling in favour of life-preserving treatment. Section III
continues this critical enquiry by examining how a status-based rather than functional test
informs both current and retrospective capacity assessments, thus providing further legal
grounds for challenging the best interests decision.

4

I.

The balancing model has become established as the authoritative deliberative tool in best
interests adjudication under the Mental Capacity Act 2005 in England and Wales largely
due to the important appellate ruling by Thorpe LJ in Re A (Male Sterilisation) [2000].5
Thorpe LJ identifies two steps in this deliberative procedure: using the analogy of a
balance sheet, the judge should first list the benefits and dis-benefits. Next, the judge
should input on each sheet the possible gains and losses as well as a calculated estimate of
the probability of each. ‘At the end of that exercise the judge should be better placed to
strike a balance between the sum of the certain and possible gains against the sum of the
certain and possible losses’, states Thorpe LJ. ‘[O]nly if the account is in relatively
significant credit will the judge conclude that the application is likely to advance the best
interests of the claimant.’6 The decision to impose life-preserving treatment on E appears
to be made using this balancing procedure: the benefits and dis-benefits of treatment are
listed; the issue is boiled down to a conflict between one’s right to life and right of selfdetermination; these rights are then rendered commensurable accordingly so a clear costbenefit analysis can be carried out. The exercise makes him conclude in favour of
coercive treatment.
Deeper methodological reasons influence why one might endorse balancing as a
decision-making procedure: first, the image of Justice as a set of balancing scales captures
many ideals about the procedures and associated values of justice, such as the fairness,
impartiality and the reasonable and transparent application of legal principles to particular
claims. It is striking, for example, that Thorpe LJ deploys the language of financial
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accountancy in his description of the balancing procedure. The purpose of a balance sheet
is to reveal a company’s assets and liabilities in accordance with general accountancy
principles, and show evidence of true and fair income statements as a precaution against
public, independent auditing. Second, judicial balancing is thought to promote
particularism and flexibility in the sense that this mode of adjudication is sensitive to
context-dependent factors.7 The balancing method thus appears beneficially consistent
with the MCA requirements, which instruct ‘the court to approach its task in a highly
individualised way, focusing on the situation of the individual concerned and not on
generalities’.8
Third, the balancing procedure helps make values commensurable and
comparable.9 Commensurability means that items can be assigned a unit of value
measured on a single, objective scale, which then facilitates the transitive comparison of
preferences.10 For instance, in criticising Sumner J’s previous judgement for focusing too
heavily on hypothetical risks and probabilities, Thorpe LJ argues that ‘[a] risk is no more
than a possibility of loss and should have no more emphasis in the exercise that the
evaluation of the possibility of gain’. To over-emphasise a risk is to attach special weight
to it, which thereby implies some form of qualitative judgement about that particular risk.
This suggests that Sumner J’s deliberation may have been flawed due to his failure to
make the risks and benefits commensurable on a single scale. Applying the balancing

See FM Coffin, ‘Judicial Balancing: The Protean Scales of Justice’ (1988) 63 NYU L Rev 16, at p 24.
A Local Authority v E and Others [2012] EWHC 1639 (COP), at para [12].
9
On the flip side, incommensurability need not entail incomparability: see CR Sunstein,
‘Incommenusrability and Valuation in Law’, (1994) 92 Mich L Rev 779, at pp 805-8. For the opposite
view, see J Raz, The Morality of Freedom (Clarendon, 1988), at p 325; also J Griffin, ‘Incommensurability:
What’s the Problem?’ in R Chang (ed), Incommensurability, Incomparability, and Practical Reason
(Harvard University Press, 1997), at pp 35-36.
10
Balancing and its historical roots in legal pragmatism have been bound up with aspirations towards
formulating an objective science of judicial decision-making. See RS Summers, ‘Pragmatic Instrumentalism
in Twentieth Century American Legal Thought – A Synthesis and Critique of our Dominant General Theory
About Law and its Use’, (1980-81) 66 Cornell L Rev 861. Also HLA Hart, ‘American Jurisprudence
Through English Eyes: The Nightmare and the Noble Dream’, (1977-1977) Georgia Law Review 969; TA
Aleinikoff, ‘Constitutional Law in the Age of Balancing’ (1987) 96 Yale LJ 943.
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exercise correctly therefore involves quantifying and ranking the risks and benefits so that
instances of ‘significant credit’ are discernible and will clearly indicate when one
application should be favoured over another.
Finally, making values commensurable and comparable is thought to help promote
deliberative objectivity, impartiality, and publicity as opposed to the subjective
preferences of the judge.11 The image of the scale illustrates these aspirations particularly
well. Similar to the reasons why one calibrates a scale (to minimise potential inaccuracies
so that its measurements are consistent over a wide variety of cases), judicial balancing
implies that situating the values and interests at stake on a single metric in accordance
with legal principles and rules can help minimise the influence of personal bias – and
thereby make the decision-making process more objective. In sum, balancing is meant to
be an impartial deliberative strategy which facilitates the judge to ‘compare the
incomparable’ through a flexible yet objective methodology.
It would be unrealistic to suggest that all judges believe that balancing, particularly
in difficult cases, is a wholly objective science or that decisions can be a matter of simply
quantifying and calculating the values and interests at stake. This is not the claim of this
commentary. Yet the above assumptions nonetheless form the normative backdrop behind
the balancing procedure, especially once this method is made coextensive with the
decision-making process itself. This is illustrated in the best interests ruling in E and
Others: the scales articulate the interests and values at stake, where ‘[E’s] situation
requires a balance to be struck between the weight objectively to be given to life on one
hand and to personal independence on the other’.12 In an evocative statement, Jackson J
claims, ‘[t]he competing factors are, in my judgment, almost exactly in equilibrium, but
having considered them as carefully as I am able, I find that the balance tips slowly but
11
12
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unmistakably in the direction of life-preserving treatment. In the end, the presumption in
favour of the preservation of life is not displaced’.13
We need to unpack this statement. Is balancing coextensive with the decisionmaking procedure? What implicit assumptions are embedded in this statement and are
they appropriate to the dilemma at the heart of this case? We can understand this key
phrase in three different ways:

(1) Balancing does reflect the decision-making process. The presumption in favour of life
does not mean that balancing has not occurred – merely that the predetermined value of
the right to life will be weightier when compared to other considerations prior to placing
the two claims on the scale.

(2) Balancing does not reflect the decision-making process but conceals the premise doing
most of the deliberative work: namely the presumption in favour of life.

(3) Balancing may or may not be used; what is clear is that it is not, nor should be, the sole
mechanism of the decision-making process. Even if items are ‘placed on a scale’, prior
qualitative judgements, such as the presumption in favour of life, intrude and influence the
decision-making process and undermine the methodological assumptions of judicial
balancing.

The claim in (2) might be too strong: one cannot establish for certain whether or not
balancing reflects the deliberative process in the best interests decision. In theory, a preestablished quantity could be assigned to the presumption in favour of the preservation of

13
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life. We could imagine that the judge has appointed the quantity of 100 units to the right
to life prior to the balancing exercise; considerations in favour of the right of selfdetermination would thus need to be significant and numerous enough in order to displace
the opposing weights.
However, we need to remain sceptical that actual quantitative weights can be
attached to interests and values as significant as those in the case of E, or that any judge
adjudicating difficult best interests cases would reduce the issues to a quantitative
calculus. Jackson J himself acknowledges that ‘the balancing is exercise is not
mechanistic but intuitive’.14 Even if we assumed the decision-making procedure was
more complex – where the values and weights of each side are determined intuitively
rather than appointed specific quantities – position (1) would still need to explain the
normative source and justification for the hierarchical ordering of particular values like the
right to life. In other words, even if we were to ascertain that the balancing procedure is
coextensive with the deliberation used to generate the best interests ruling, deeper moral
judgements would be needed to justify both intuitive and quantitative forms of weighting
or valuation, and it is precisely at this deeper level that the most crucial, morally
significant deliberative work takes place (as we see in Section II). This is where position
(3) is right: we need to move away from the scale metaphor to acquire a deeper
understanding of the judicial deliberation in this case. Balancing may be a contributing
deliberative tool but it is certainly not the sole or even primary device used to make and
justify the best interests ruling. Examining the decision through the lens of hermeneutics
will help expose some of the deeper substantive judgements determining the outcome and
provide critical tools for examining both the best interests decision as well as the capacity
assessments in this case.

14
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II.

The assumption that the balancing procedure can yield objective, impartial judgements is
evident in the judge’s use of the terms, ‘unmistakable’ and ‘objective’. The image of the
scale further reinforces certain utilitarian assumptions lurking behind the balancing
procedure: conflicting values, interests, and traditions can be rendered commensurable –
and thereby reconciled or adjudicated through a common measurement device. Balancing
recognises that no interests or rights are absolute: like shifting market appraisals of goods,
interests and rights will have relative worth and the law must be responsive and flexible to
fluctuating valuations accordingly. This is why balancing seems appropriate for legal
adjudications under the MCA: as Jackson J notes, the statute ‘might have given absolute
priority to the preservation of life, but it does not’.15
In practice, however, these assumptions of methodological objectivity, and
commensurable and relative values are deeply contestable and unrealistic, which make it
further unlikely that balancing can guarantee a fair outcome. To be clear, this
commentary is not forwarding any metaethical arguments about the nature of values and
moral reality. It is nonetheless worth noting that at a basic level the controversial nature
of these assumptions should make us wary of its application to ethical dilemmas which cut
as deeply as in E and Others. At stake in most mental capacity cases – and especially so
in the adjudication of best interests – is some conception of the good. To objectively
measure the right of self-determination with the right to life is impossible. The inherent
difficulty in arbitrating between these two values through some kind of rational calculus
indicates that the decision in E and Others is a morally significant one. Even if the judge
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could (and did) attach quantities to these substantial goods, it seems inappropriate and
unresponsive to the moral dilemma at the heart of a case such as this; its resolution cannot
be a simple matter of applying an objective calculus in order to determine the most
suitable outcome.
To be clear, this commentary is not suggesting that balancing has no function in
judicial deliberation: the balance sheet approach of Thorpe LJ can be endorsed for reasons
of clarity and precision, and can be revelatory in its ability to pinpoint the core
considerations at stake in a visually direct manner. We might better see which factors
have magnetic importance. But again, this shows how balancing can be a component of
deliberation but cannot by itself be the mechanism to decide the issues: the substantive
reasons and valuations that determine which factors have magnetic importance are
carrying the main deliberative burden. We need to distinguish between temporal priority
and normative priority: if you subscribed to position (1), balancing may very well have
temporal priority in the sense that it is the final step of the causal deliberative chain. But
this does not mean it is the most important step. Nor can our decision-making tasks be
reduced to it. For example, if we still wanted to criticise the ruling from the standpoint of
position (1), we might say that the judge got his quantities wrong (i.e. ‘the sanctity of life
is worth 70 rather than 100 weights’). But this carries us only so far. We will invariably
need to start questioning why E’s life is worth 70 rather than 100 units and according to
whose evaluation; yet again, we regress back to the qualitative judgements and why we
defer to them. What is of particular interest is the deliberative work required to determine
when and which values have magnetic importance: this is what is meant by normative
priority.
When faced with values of equal moral significance there may be no rational way
of deciding between them – of providing clear-cut reasons why one option is better than
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the other – aside from the fact that it accords with our preunderstanding, or what Finnis
calls our ‘pre-moral commensuration’. This refers to our ‘intuitive awareness of one’s
own differentiated feelings towards’ and thoughts about ‘various goods and bads as
concretely remembered, experienced or imagined.’16 Awareness of deep value conflict
and indecision does not therefore mean goods have merely contingent and relative value.
Appealing to ‘pre-moral commensuration’ will draw attention to the hierarchical and
(perhaps) absolute valuing of certain goods. This is why position (3) is correct: reducing
the normative dilemma to the scale metaphor is problematic for its oversimplified
representation of the values at stake (as commensurable and quantifiable) and the
(conscious or unconscious) concealment of the underlying ‘prejudgements’ which in
actual fact help determine judicial decision-making. To understand what is going on in
the best interests decision in E and Others, we need to render explicit the underlying
prejudgements informing the judge’s ‘pre-moral commensuration’.
This is where the hermeneutic notion of prejudice can be quite helpful. ‘Prejudice’
or ‘prejudgement’ does not have the negative connotation of blind, unreflective or
irrational opinions and biases; nor are they reducible to subjective preferences and
interests. Prejudice has instead a ‘positive’, pre-Enlightenment meaning that captures
one’s intersubjective and historical standpoint; they are the normative, linguistic, and
historical traditions that mediate, orientate, and determine the present. Prejudices
‘constitute the initial directedness of our whole ability to experience [and] are biases of
our openness to the world […] whereby what we encounter says something to us’.17 To
sever ourselves from these prejudgements is impossible since they constitute our

J Finnis, ‘Natural Law and Legal Reasoning’ (1990) 38 Clev St L Rev 1, at p 11. I would argue that
Finnis’ definition can be expanded beyond the word, ‘feelings’ in the sense that such pre-moral
commensuration need not rely on emotive instincts and impulses. I need not subscribe to Finnis’ natural law
theory to find useful his definition of pre-moral commensuration.
17
H-G Gadamer, ‘The Universality of the Hermeneutical Problem’, in Philosophical Hermeneutics, DE
Linge (trans. and ed.) (University of California, 1976), at p 9.
16
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unavoidable standpoint – or horizon – by which the world is interpreted, understood, and
known. The image of the horizon captures the openness or ‘infinite determinacy’18 of
one’s field of vision, which changes with movement and has the potential to diminish or
expand. Likewise, the constitutive prejudices of one’s horizon are constantly assessed,
corrected, and changing.
With this in mind, we do not necessarily have to resolve the question of whether
balancing is indeed coextensive with the decision-making in E and Others, though it is
pretty clear it is not the sole deliberative mechanism. What is more important is how the
law’s ‘strong presumption that all steps will be taken to preserve [life]’19 constitutes the
prejudice that circumscribes the interpreted meaning and significance of the ethical
dilemma; it helps determine the normative orientation of the judge’s standpoint. The
sanctity of life is assumed prior to the balancing exercise and is assigned greater weight
over other rights; the facts of the case need to disprove or displace this pre-existing
principle. Describing the right to life, the judge states, ‘[a]ll human life is of value and our
law contains the strong presumption that all steps will be taken to preserve it, unless the
circumstances are exceptional’.20 Reference to the right to life as the ‘most fundamental’
of the European Convention on Human Rights clearly suggests that it foregrounds and
contextualises other rights; it implies that this principle’s intrinsic significance and value
justifies its hierarchical place above other rights and interests. This suggests that Jackson
J’s normative prejudice towards the sanctity of life is not simply a subjectively generated
value that has been arbitrarily imposed in this case, but reflective of an intersubjectively
affirmed prejudice commonly held in the law more generally.21 With this background
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H-G Gadamer, Truth and Method, DG Marshall and J Weinsheimer (trans) (Continuum, 2004), at p 301.
A Local Authority v E and Others [2012] EWHC 1639 (COP), at para [119].
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Ibid.
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The use of the term, ‘intersubjective’ is deliberate, as it suggests a prejudice that has widely held and
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presumption, it makes some sense as to why the balance would be seen to ‘unmistakably’
favour life-sustaining treatment.
The very existence of a widely affirmed prejudice in the law is not problematic in
itself. However, one reason the balancing rhetoric feels unsatisfactory is how the method
confers onto this prejudice the veneer of objectivity: one could have read the case notes
and come to the exact opposite conclusion – that the scales tip towards a dignified death,
relief from suffering, and the right of self-determination. For instance, such a conclusion
was reached in a case of very similar circumstances, Re L [2012] 22, only a few months
after the E judgement. Re L also concerned the question of whether life-sustaining
treatment through forcible refeeding would be in the best interests of a severely anorexic
woman. The similarities between the two cases are striking: both expressed wishes
against refeed and were found to lack capacity, both would suffer severe physical
complications if treatment was administered and the prospects of recovery were low, both
had supportive family and care professionals who were in favour of pursuing a palliative
care route. Yet, in contrast to the E judgement, L’s considerable pain was taken into
account in the best interests decision, where ‘all agree that this [was] wholly unacceptable’
and ‘[a]nything which [could] be done to make her comfortable and reduce her distress
must be done.’23 In making her declaration, King J similarly mentioned how the law
contains a strong presumption that all steps will be taken to preserve life, though this is
not absolute.24 Minimising L’s suffering and distress, and maintaining her dignity at the
end of her life, led to a decision against forcefeeding and the provision of palliative care.25
In King J’s words,

a view of epistemic or moral truth which this commentary would be hesitant to endorse without further more
argumentation.
22
EWHC 2741 (COP).
23
Ibid, at para [51].
24
Ibid, at para [66].
25
Ibid [, at para 71.3(d)].
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In assessing the proposed declarations I have to the forefront of my mind that Ms
L finds the idea of force feeding extremely distressing. Taking into account the
level of Ms L’s distress and the evidence of Dr Danbury [an expert witness on
behalf of the Official Solicitor] I instinctively pull back from the prospect of
sanctioning any proposal which may mean that, what may be Ms L’s last
conscious moments, are filled with the fear of being forced to take in hated
calories.26

From the perspective of hermeneutics, comparing the divergent judgements in Re L and E
and Others helps challenge the alleged objectivity of both the balancing method and the
prejudice towards the sanctity of life. Crucially, King J’s decision explicitly articulates
orientating ethical prejudgements, such as relief from suffering and nonmaleficence,
which displace the legal priority accorded to the sanctity of life. By contrast, Jackson J’s
appeal to the method of balancing obscures his orientating normative, prejudicial
standpoint – yet the latter, not the former, is what makes his best interests decision
transparent and explicable.
Even more interesting is how the best interests ruling can be challenged using
other aspects of hermeneutical theory. Recognising the embedded and prejudicial nature
of our moral standpoint is only one dimension of understanding; for a more complete,
transformative interpretive stance our prejudices need to be tested through a process of
dialogical engagement so that another’s standpoint is respected as autonomous. When an
alien standpoint is encountered, we either consciously or unconsciously reflect on our
particular normative tradition, meaning that traditions are not by nature closed, isolated,
and oppositional, or that they should be valued and preserved for its own sake.27 Rather,
26
27

Ibid, at para [47].
H-G Gadamer, Truth and Method, DG Marshall and J Weinsheimer (trans) (Continuum, 2004), at p 301.
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tension between alien and familiar traditions heightens awareness of an ‘encounter’
between standpoints which results from one’s constantly shifting horizon; we recognise
that our prejudgements ‘are constantly at stake’.28 Critical reflection of our prejudgements
will ideally involve the expansion rather than alienation of our standpoint, where a
‘superior breadth of vision’ is acquired and we ‘learn to look beyond what is close at hand
– not in order to look away from it but to see it better within a larger whole and in truer
proportion’.29 This process of dialogical enrichment enables us to not only understand
ourselves better, but come to understand and accord respect to the other’s standpoint.
It is debatable whether the best interests decision in E and Others reflects the
recognition of an alternative moral tradition and its claims to independence and truth
which would be characteristic of fully testing one’s prejudices in the hermeneutic sense.
First, it is striking that the individuals who know E best were ‘in total agreement’30 that a
palliative care route was appropriate and argue in favour of E’s self-determination,
whereas those in favour of life-preserving treatment had met E only once or not at all.
Speaking on her behalf, E’s parents state,

We strongly feel that, five weeks into this pathway, this is an inhumane time to
bring this into question, especially for a highly anxious woman. During the last five
weeks we have watched our daughter preparing for her death in a very dignified and
considered way, with a powerful sense of control over her situation. In this time,
she has never faltered from her wish not to be re-fed.

H-G Gadamer, ‘On the Scope and Function of Hermeneutical Reflection’, in Philosophical Hermeneutics,
DE Linge (trans. and ed.) (University of California, 1976), at p 38.
29
H-G Gadamer, Truth and Method, trans. Donald G. Marshall and Joel Weinsheimer (Continuum, 2004), at
p 304.
30
A Local Authority v E and Others [2012] EWHC 1639 (COP), at para [80].
28
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We have always gone along with any treatment proposed by either the
mental or physical health teams in the hope that she might show signs of “recovery”
from her addictions. After 18 years, we have given up on that hope.31

E’s clinicians offer similar views. Dr. V, who treated E for over a year, ‘was of the
opinion that E had made a competent decision to refuse treatment’, stating that ‘it does not
feel appropriate to fight with [E] at this point; the fight itself (e.g. physically preventing
access to the NG or PEG tube, vomiting, laxatives, trying to keep awake all the time) or
the intervention (restraint, sedation) could hasten her death, as well as denying [her] the
dignity that is so important’.32 Dr. D, another clinician who has known E well, describes
her as ‘highly intelligent and articulate’ who can ‘clearly delineate between her disease
and her sustained wishes to be offered dignity at the end of her life.’ Crucially, he
mentions that ‘at no point has Dr. Glover [the expert witness on behalf of the Official
Solicitor] had the opportunity to talk to E when she is well’.33 He factors in the distress
experienced by E caused by each failed treatment and questions, ‘how many times do I
take E through the trauma and at what point should it be decided that refeeding is futile’.34
Finally, E’s consultant psychiatrist over the last six years states, ‘She has come to the state
where she is clearly telling us: - ‘Please leave me alone’ – a statement for which I think
she has capacity’.35
These close relationships seem to embody the hermeneutic ideal of moral dialogue
which allows the other or ‘Thou’ to say something to us, particularly when our prejudices
are tested. This dialogical stance involves a reflexive and open stance towards the truth
claims and autonomy of the other. Importantly, the dialogical interplay is symmetrical in
31

Ibid.
Ibid, at para [86].
33
Ibid, at para [101].
34
Ibid, at para [107].
35
Ibid, at para [109].
32
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this moral relationship, which is ‘not to overlook his claim but to let him really say
something to us’.36 It is clear that among E’s clinicians this stance was not always
adopted: treatment was imposed on E at various times and she was sectioned under the
Mental Health Act on ten separate occasions, one period lasting for as long as four
months. E’s parents themselves mention their agreement to these different interventions
in the past. However, for both the clinicians and E’s parents their dialogical stance has
had to shift in order to understand and recognise the autonomy of E’s standpoint.
By comparison, Dr. Glover had met E once. His ‘preliminary impression’ was that
it was against her interests to undergo force-feeding, but upon examining her medical
records, he advised in favour of force-feeding on grounds that intensive treatment had not
yet been tried. Moreover, the judge has had no contact with E, but states, ‘E is a special
person, whose life is of value. She does not see it that way now, but she may in future’.37
These comments help illustrate Gadamer’s notion of empathetic dialogue which presumes
that one can understand the deeper, original intentions of the ‘Thou’. This stance is
problematic because not only does the interpreter assume she can become ‘unmoored’
from her prejudicial horizon, but is in a position to ‘speak’ on behalf of the other which
can lead to an imposition of meaning and domination. Thus, the dialogical relation is
asymmetrical in the sense that the empathiser claims to ‘understand the other better than
the other understands himself. […] [T]his means it is co-opted and pre-empted
reflectively from the standpoint of the other person’.38 It is telling that the judge resorts to
the speculative language of ‘possibility’ rather than E’s own voice to defend lifepreserving treatment – she ‘may’ value her life in future, ‘it is possible […] that she could
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achieve a state of being that would be acceptable to her’,39 and that ‘although extremely
burdensome to E, there is a possibility that [treatment] will succeed’.40 Perhaps Jackson J
defers to Dr. Glover’s evidence due to a preference towards independent experts rather
than long-standing caretakers and clinicians on the presumption that the former is
(theoretically) better positioned to be objective about the case.41 But from a hermeneutical
perspective, the presumption that one can abandon background prejudices and become
truly ‘objective’ is misleading. Consequently, E’s actual wishes, defended also by those
who know her best, are effectively subsumed by the empathetic interpretation of her best
interests by both the judge and Dr. Glover. The independence of her truth claims remains
unrecognised.
This notion of empathetic dialogue raises further questions as to whose interest is
being protected in the ruling. Jackson J admits that with treatment it is ‘not probable that
[E] could achieve a state of being that would be acceptable to her.’ In fact, ‘[i]t is more
likely that the underlying difficulties would remain and her life would continue at best to
be a struggle’.42 But then why should the right to life have priority over that of selfdetermination? Carried too far, the presumption in favour of the preservation of life can
lead to an untenable position referred to as vitalism – namely the view that ‘any life –
irrespective of its quality and costs of treatment – is better than no life at all’.43 Even a
more moderate defence of the legal presumption towards the sanctity of life would
39
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arguably lead to respecting E’s refusal of treatment. For instance, John Keown makes a
distinction between the ‘worthwhileness of treatment’ and the ‘worthwhileness of the
patient’s life’44, and argues that a patient’s current and prospective condition prior to and
post-treatment, as opposed to the value or worth of the patient’s life, should be the basis
on which to determine whether it is morally permissible to withhold life-preserving
treatment.45 According to this view, if the benefits of treatment fail to justify its costs or
harms to a patient, treatment can be legitimately withdrawn or withheld. This stance
might help avoid the problem of upholding the legal presumption irrespective of the
patient’s core interests. The law, however, has tended to conflate sanctity of life with
vitalism.46 Like King J in Re L, Jackson J’s judgement acknowledges that the
presumption in favour of life is not absolute, and thus at first glance appears consistent
with a moderate defence of the sanctity of life. Yet an implicit adherence to an extreme
vitalistic interpretation of the legal presumption is revealed in the decision to impose
treatment despite Jackson J’s recognition of the long-term difficulties, significant risks,
and dubious benefit to E.
By contrast, the orientating framework shared by E’s advocates could be
interpreted in two different lights, depending on the perspective adopted. On one hand,
their arguments against treatment might be understood as consistent with Keown’s version
of the sanctity of life doctrine: that the burdens of treatment clearly outweigh the benefits
(if any) to E’s interests and welfare, to the point that these burdens would be inflicting
harm. On another hand the right of autonomy could be interpreted as a trump against the
presumption in favour of life – a view which sanctity of life defenders such as Keown
44
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would clearly reject. Examining the sanctity of life debate in detail is beyond the scope of
this commentary, yet it is important to understand why the prejudgement in favour of the
right of autonomy has moral force in this case. For Keown, the significance of choice is
reduced to the ability to make morally valuable choices in line with human flourishing.47
He likens autonomy to a ‘pointer in a compass’ where the ‘pointer itself is of little value.
[…] When the pointer indicates a morally valuable course and there may be a number of
morally valuable courses – the choice merits respect. But when the choice is immoral,
whether because it would harm another or oneself, or breach some other moral norm, what
claim to moral respect can it have?’48 In essence, ‘morally worthless choices […] lack
moral force’.49 However, Keown’s dismissal of autonomy-based arguments justifying the
right to refuse life-sustaining treatment is too hasty and presupposes a controversial
framework of strong moral truth. We can accept that autonomy has value and meaning if
it is situated within some kind of normative framework; we could also accept that choice
in and of itself is not necessarily a standalone good. The reason why choice and
autonomy is so highly prized amongst liberals is, not merely because it implies the
freedom to make mundane choices such as which colour socks to wear or cereal to eat for
breakfast, but because it means an individual can choose the substantive direction of their
life, in accordance with a range of goods which have significance to one’s personal
identity and relationships. Yet accepting these claims does not entail any commitment to
strong moral truth, nor that choices that depart from ’objective’ moral norms categorically
lack merit and do not deserve respect. Numerous reasons justify why respect is granted
towards an individual’s autonomous choices – including those we might think are not
morally valuable ones. These reasons range from recognising how choice reflects an
individual’s self-understanding and personal identity, to accepting the core reality of value
47
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and religious plurality. Not only does Keown assume the uncontroversial objectivity of
certain moral norms, he moreover fails to consider when moral choices and interests are
fundamentally incommensurable. For example, the case of E reveals a number of deeply
held morally valuable goods and prejudgements that are in conflict – between the sanctity
of life and right of self-determination, between core medico-legal principles of
nonmaleficence and beneficence.50 In such instances of intractable conflict, respect for
autonomy and decisional capacity becomes vitally important. Keown might claim that
since E’s autonomy is exercised towards an end or good which lacks moral value, her
choice should not be respected. However, if morally worthy norms, ends or goods confer
value onto choices (rather than vice versa), the question remains: what happens when an
individual fails to endorse these norms, ends, or goods in the first place, or has a
prevailing illness which fundamentally thwarts adherence to them? Reasons why E’s right
to autonomy has moral force is precisely because, as her advocates argue, the freedom to
choose how one dies can itself be an important source of value and dignity. This is
especially so in the context of severe anorexia, whereby the range of meaningful, morally
worthwhile values and goods at one’s disposal becomes acutely restricted. Consider E’s
description of her life as ‘a pure torment’ and ‘pointless’, where ‘she has endured a lot of
pain with very little benefit’ and ‘feels she is in a situation where she is able to give
nothing to the world and the world is able to give nothing to her’.51 Adding to this, her
family state movingly,

It upsets us greatly to advocate for our daughter's right to die. We love her dearly
but feel that our role should now be to fight for her best interests, which, at this
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time, we strongly feel should be the right to choose her own pathway, free from
restraint and fear of enforced re-feed. We feel that she has suffered enough. She
stands no hope of achieving the things that she would value in her life and shows
no signs of revising these aspirations. We would plead for E to have some control
over what would be the last phase of her life, something she has been denied for
many years. For us it is the quality of her life and not the quantity. We want her
to be able to die with dignity in safe, warm surroundings with those that love her.52

In sum, if the judge himself recognises that it is unlikely E will begin to value her life
should she recover, whose welfare is promoted in the best interests ruling? If a broad
social good or interest in the sanctity of life, perhaps a legal pragmatist perspective might
uphold this as a legitimate aim that is consistent with certain utilitarian presumptions
underlying the balancing methodology; yet its ethical implications are worrying. It might
seem far-fetched that considerations about the social good would percolate into individual
best interests cases, yet this would not be an isolated instance where public welfare trumps
individual rights in legal practice.53 Fenwick has shown, for example, how conflict
between a child’s right to privacy under Article 8 and rights of the media under Article 10
of the ECHR has exposed contradictory impulses in judicial deliberation: between a
simultaneous understanding and resistance of individual rights as stipulated under the
Convention, as well as a preference towards deeply rooted consequentialist thinking more
consistent with common law.54
Thus, the ambiguity surrounding whether the ruling in favour of coercive treatment
does in fact protect E’s interests illustrates the problems immanent to empathetic dialogue
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– namely the subsumption of the Thou’s standpoint into one’s own normative horizon so
that the autonomy of E’s claims as a separate ‘other’ remain unrecognised. Truly risking
our prejudices involves being open to and acknowledging the independent truth of
another’s normative horizon, a stance that is expressed perfectly by E’s parents: ‘[a]fter so
many years of treatment E still finds it impossible to eat. This is her day-to-day reality.
However distorted others might view it to be, it is still her reality’.55 Ultimately, had the
decision-making process been based on a moral rather than empathetic dialogical stance,
this would have led the judge to conclude in favour of E’s right of self-determination
rather than coercive treatment.

III.

Further grounds for contesting the best interests ruling emerge once we turn our attention
to the judge’s deliberation surrounding E’s mental capacity. Here again the hermeneutical
method is useful for illuminating the crucial prejudgements which determine the findings
of both current and retrospective incapacity. In the case of the capacity assessments this
section argues that Jackson J’s assessment is based on certain prejudices regarding the
decision-making capacity of individuals diagnosed with anorexia nervosa. If a statusbased rather than statutory functional capacity test has indeed been applied, this draws
attention not only to reasons why the best interests decision may have been both
unnecessary and legally invalid, but also possible conflicting notions of ‘capacity’
operating between the principles and judicial application of the MCA.
Under the MCA capacity is assessed through a functional test with the following
criteria: the ability to (i) understand and (ii) retain the information relevant to the decision,
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(iii) use and weigh such information in the deliberative process; and (iv) communicate a
final decision. The statutory presumption is one of capacity unless proven otherwise on
the balance of probabilities. The Act states in s.1(4), ‘A person is not to be treated as
unable to make a decision merely because he makes an unwise decision’ and that ‘a lack
of capacity cannot be established merely by reference to […] a condition of his, or an
aspect of his behaviour, which might lead others to make unjustified assumptions about
his capacity’.56 The MCA Code of Practice makes clear, ‘it is important to assess people
when they are in the best state to make the decision, if possible’.57 It further reiterates that
a status-based test cannot be used to determine capacity: ‘[a]nyone assessing someone’s
capacity must not assume that a person lacks capacity simply because they have a
particular diagnosis or condition.’58 In ‘borderline cases or where there is doubt’ the
burden of proof is on the assessor to show that the individual fails to fulfil one of the four
functional criteria of capacity.59 In sum, a functional, not status-based test of capacity
must be used; a diagnosis of a particular kind cannot determine one’s incapacity, all
practicable steps need to be made to facilitate an individual’s decision-making capacity,
and the assessor is to presume capacity in the first instance. Best interests decisionmaking takes place only once incapacity has been established.
The combination of factors – that E demonstrated an ability to understand, retain
and communicate information surrounding her illness, treatment options, and the
consequences of her actions, combined with the statutory presumption of capacity and
absence of contradicting medical advice – might suggest that E would be deemed
competent to refuse treatment. The representative of the Official Solicitor reiterates this
latter point, where ‘in the absence of contrary medical opinion he would have to take
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instructions from E, or in the opinions of Dr V and Dr D [both of whom had believed her
mentally capable]’. Yet Jackson J states, ‘I am clear that E’s medical condition prevents
this from being the ultimate conclusion’.60 Though ‘she can understand and retain the
information relevant to the treatment decision and can communicate her decision’ there is
‘no doubt’ that E’s mental functioning is disturbed by both her anorexia’.61 E’s incapacity
is ultimately down to her failure to use and weigh information in a meaningful way due to
the overpowering compulsion to not gain weight.
However, evidence to support this is extremely dubious: E’s incapacity is
purportedly based on an instance where, despite smiling and laughing earlier in a
conversation she began to cry when the question of weight gain was mentioned. This is
bewildering reason for a finding of current incapacity. Surely the judge would have to
recognise that the subject of weight and BMI would naturally be strong emotional triggers
for E (particularly given her diagnosis of borderline personality disorder); the
conversation, moreover, does not appear to have taken place within the context of a formal
clinical capacity assessment. So why would this have any bearing on the legal
adjudication of E’s capacity? The judge’s reasoning is incomprehensible on these facts
alone.
We need to delve deeper to examine the prejudgement orientating the capacity
assessment: the judge’s findings of both current and retrospective incapacity ultimately
rest on a status-based rather than functional test. The assumption is that E’s anorexia
fundamentally impairs her ability to make both contemporaneous and advance decisions –
or more crudely stated: ‘anorexics lack capacity’.62 Though Jackson J admits that the
anorexic patient is in a ‘Catch 22 situation regarding capacity: namely, that by deciding
60
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not to eat, she proves that she lacks capacity to decide at all’63 he nonetheless agrees with
Dr. Glover’s view that ‘anyone with severe anorexia would lack capacity to make such a
decision’.64 E’s parents challenge precisely this premise:

It seems strange to us that the only people who don't seem to have the right to die
when there is no further appropriate treatment available are those with an eating
disorder. This is based on the assumption that they can never have capacity
around any issues connected to food. There is a logic to this, but not from the
perspective of the sufferer who is not extended the same rights as any other
person.65

Clearly E ‘has core beliefs and it will be those beliefs that will determine if she wants to
stay alive’.66
But has the discussion thus far misconstrued the capacity adjudication? Perhaps
the judge’s statements above do not rest on a status-based test; rather, a prima facie case
can be made that the finding of incapacity is due to a failure of executive function (EF) in
E’s decision-making ability which falls within the ambit of the functional criteria outlined
in the MCA. This assumption may well be justified as it accords with the MCA’s Code of
Practice: there a person with anorexia nervosa is used as an example of impaired abilities
to use and weigh information.67 E’s ‘compulsion’ and ‘obsessive fear of weight gain’
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which ‘overpowers all other thoughts’ means she lacks the executive functioning needed
to use and weigh information ‘in a meaningful way’.68
There are problems with this interpretation, however. To determine whether this
objection has any force we need to have a clearer idea of what EF entails and whether it
can be equated with the ability to use and weigh. But this is no easy task considering the
degree of unclarity and disagreement surrounding the criteria of EF in neuropsychology.
Salthouse states, ‘[t]he diversity of variables used to assess executive functioning suggests
that there is not yet much agreement about the nature of this construct and even less about
how it is to be assessed.’69 Cognitive skills associated with EF have ranged from
problem-solving and practical strategising, to the organisation and coordination of
behaviour, to goal selection and planning, to both cognitive flexibility and abstraction, and
finally, to successful ‘self-serving behaviour’.70 Other definitions of EF emphasise its
impact on ‘voluntariness’ or intentionality’:71 the means by which ‘the self exerts control
over its environment (including the social environment of other people), makes decisions
and choices, and also regulates itself’, where it is associated with impulse and emotional
control,72 capacity for restraint, delayed gratification and transcendence of immediate and
present considerations for future goals.73 Examples of dysfunctional EF range from
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money problems and procrastination, to drug and alcohol addiction and eating disorders,
to anti-social behaviour, and criminality.74
Given the wide spread of cognitive tasks associated with EF and disorders with its
impairment it is difficult to determine decisively the way the concept would apply to E’s
case. But perhaps we can understand this concept in either a ‘thin’ and ‘thick’ sense: EF
in the thin sense seems to be associated with procedural reasoning tasks (i.e. generating
goals and planning means to an end, coordination of behaviour). In the thick sense,
however, EF is associated with ideals of rational behaviour (i.e. self-regulation, nonpathological behaviour). This notion of EF is thick in the sense that traits such as ‘selfserving behaviour’, ‘self-regulation’, ‘compulsion’, and ‘voluntariness’ require further
substantive content to flesh out their meaning and implicates background norms of proper
intrapsychical ordering between irrational impulses and rational thinking (what it means to
reason non-compulsively or autonomously). One strategy might draw upon EF in its thick
meaning to explain the finding of E’s incapacity at the material time: she fails to use and
weigh in a ‘meaningful way’ because she fails to exhibit voluntary behaviour and is
compelled by her ‘obsessive fear of weight gain’. ‘Compulsion’ in this sense has been
used in another influential pre-MCA court case concerning an anorexic individual: in Re
W (A Minor) (Medical Treatment: Court’s Jurisdiction)75 Lord Donaldson MR criticised
Thorpe J’s lack of consideration of how anorexia nervosa is an ‘addictive illness’ that
‘creates a compulsion to refuse treatment or only to accept treatment which is likely to be
ineffective’, of which is ‘part and parcel of the disease’.76 Thus, legal precedent provides
74
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possible grounds for interpreting use and weigh in terms of a thick notion of EF and helps
explain Jackson J’s finding of incapacity.
However, this interpretation still fails to show how ‘use and weigh’ so defined
does not collapse into a status-based test. If Jackson has Lord Donaldson in mind, the
latter considers the overriding value of thinness or fear of weight gain is constitutive of the
diagnostic criteria for anorexia nervosa; the anorexic individual would by default suffer
from impaired EF in the thick – but not necessarily the thin – sense of the term.
Ultimately, the diagnostic criteria of anorexia nervosa and EF come apart only with a thin
definition of the latter. But like Lord Donaldson, Jackson J’s operating definition of ‘use
and weigh’ appears to go beyond the procedural conditions typically upheld in thin
definitions of EF, which include internally consistent reasons and values, understanding of
potential risks, and efficient means-end reasoning.77 Anorexic nervosa patients typically
score high with such procedural reasoning tasks in clinical assessments.78 E’s consistent
behaviour to refuse food and treatment is noted throughout the case notes; she clearly
exhibits EF in the thin meaning of the term. If the judge is indeed assuming that E is
incapable of using and weighing information meaningfully because she is controlled by
her fear of weight gain, his assessment cannot help but be grounded on a status-based test,
given the close enmeshment between the thick notions of EF (which stress noncompulsiveness, self-control and autonomy) and the diagnostic criteria of anorexia
nervosa. In short, E would need to reason in a ‘non-anorexic’ manner to be deemed
capacitous.
Even if we were to adopt the tack that the judge’s assessment of E’s capacity does
in fact rest on functional criteria – fleshed out in terms of impaired EF in the thin sense –
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this interpretation would still be unable to make sense of the invalidation of her advance
decision through a finding of retrospective incapacity. This is one of the most puzzling
aspects of the case and here there is strong evidence that a status-based test has indeed
been applied in the capacity adjudication. E’s concerted effort to raise her BMI to 15 in
order to ensure her second advance decision would be legally recognised is used in two
ways by the judge. On one hand, it proves E’s incapacity during the time of her first
advance decision which explains ‘her subsequent attempt to put herself in a position to
make an advance decision that would be accepted as valid’.79 Yet even with her
successfully reaching a BMI of 15 and confirmation of E’s capacitous condition by her
mother, solicitor, an independent mental health advocate, and her consultant psychiatrist
over the past 6 years, her second advance decision is deemed invalid. The judge cites the
following factors: ‘E was either pulling out her PEG line or agreeing reluctantly to it
remaining in, in the hope that she would achieve sufficient weight to be regarded as
capable of making another advance decision’.80 E moreover had been sectioned under the
Mental Health Act the day following her advance decision. Crucially, the doctor,
Professor L, did not carry out a capacity test at the time, though Jackson J claims, ‘his
general approach can be deduced from the fact that he recommended treatment, despite
recording E’s opposition very fully’.81 Jackson J seems to assume Professor L correctly
concluded that E did lack capacity at the time, even if no formal test was carried out. And
although Jackson J argues a full capacity assessment should have been undertaken ‘against
such an alarming background’, this does not prevent him from discounting the
contemporaneous views affirming E’s mental competence through ex post facto
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speculation: ‘I think it is best doubtful that a thorough investigation at the time would have
reached the conclusion that she had capacity’.82
It is far from clear that E lacked capacity to make her second advance decision.
The invalidation of E’s second advance decision is deeply troubling because, on one hand,
Jackson J cites the absence of a full capacity assessment; yet, on the other, this does not
prevent a finding of retrospective incapacity based on his own speculation. Certainly
those who knew her best were of the belief she was mentally competent. The fact that E
was sectioned the next day does not necessarily prove her incapacity, particularly as
Professor L’s report ‘[d]id not deal with the question of capacity’.83 Moreover, if the
judge’s background notion of use and weigh draws upon one or even both thin and thick
accounts of EF, the events leading up to E’s second advance decision would show plain
evidence of E’s capacity: she clearly planned ahead, she was able to delay short-term
gratification for a long-term goal, she overcame the ‘compulsion’ of her illness to achieve
a greater good in accordance with her longstanding values. Indeed, Jackson J discounts
the most obvious examples of where E might have displayed dysfunctional EF, such as
her expressing views contradictory to her advance decision and refusal of treatment. Such
inconsistency of preferences would suggest a failure of EF in the thin sense. On that basis
the judge’s finding of retrospective incapacity would also have firmer legal ground insofar
as the statutory requirements stipulate that the unchanging, consistent expression of
wishes is necessary for the recognition of valid advance decision, and thus appears
consistent with the functional emphasis of the capacity test.84 But crucially, this is not the
evidence Jackson J cites to overturn E’s advanced decision. In fact, ‘E’s actual behaviour
in refusing food has been entirely consistent with her decision and I would have been
reluctant to conclude that her decision was undermined by trusting statements about what
82
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are bound to be deeply mixed feelings’.85 Her mixed feelings are not thought to be
evidence that she changed her mind about her advanced decision. This seems to support
the views of Dr. C, one of E’s long-term clinicians, who points out that ‘E’s wishes for
palliation have been consistent’ to the point that ‘[s]he had even been willing to raise her
BMI in order to make an advance decision’.86 Thus, it seems unlikely that the judge’s
operative notion of capacity in the retrospective assessment hinges on a thin notion of EF.
A functional test moreover could not prove her retrospective incapacity to make the
second advance decision. But where there is doubt the statutory presumption of capacity
and deferral to contemporaneous expert assessments are meant to be decisive. It seems to
me that the judge must rely on a status-based test if he is to, not only oppose the
confirmed judgements of those around E at that time, but also override the presumption of
capacity.
We still need to make sense of this puzzle: Jackson J admits that E’s consistent
refusal of food is ‘entirely consistent with her decision’, yet she is deemed to have lacked
capacity at the time of making her advance decision. Another strategy we might deploy is
to say that the judge’s finding is based on distinguishing between pathological and
‘authentic’ sources of value. Pathological values could be understood as ‘inauthentic’ and
thereby overruled, but values from an ‘authentic’ source ought to be recognised since ‘the
concept of authenticity is core to the liberal account of capacity’.87 These arguments
frequently stem from understandable worries surrounding false positives of decision-
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making capacity amongst anorexics. As mentioned above, anorexic nervosa patients like
E often pass with flying colours standardised tests of mental competence that are based on
cognitive, procedural reasoning (thin EF) tasks and ‘logical consistency in rational
argumentation’.88 If this is indeed the way to interpret the judge’s invalidation of E’s
advance decisions, it accords with recent research arguing that assessors must examine the
underlying source of values to determine mental capacity since standard clinical
competency tests fail to track core issues constitutive of the eating disorder.89 Thus, it is
‘doubtful’ that E would be deemed capacitous at the time of making her advance decision
because her underlying values likely stemmed from a pathological and thereby inauthentic
source.
Such an interpretive strategy nonetheless faces a number of pitfalls. The
normative backdrop of this view assumes that authenticity – like the thick sense of EF –
involves the rational control of pathological elements. Yet should authenticity be so
closely associated with rational control, particularly given the important decisional tools
provided by non-rational components, such as emotion?90 There is the further epistemic
question of how the judge could determine what values originate from the authentic self,
particularly given the egosyntonic nature of anorexia, whereby the pathological disorder is
frequently seen as a constitutive part of personal identity.91 If this is the case, in what
sense is the pathological disorder ‘inauthentic’? If the distinction between ‘authentic’ and
Such as the MacArthur –Competency Assessment Tool -Treatment. See TM Breden and J Vollmann,
‘The cognitive based approach of capacity assessment in psychiatry: A philosophical critique of the
MacCAT-T’, (2004) 12 Health Care Analysis 276.
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‘inauthentic’ sources of values was indeed the judge’s reasoning behind the finding of
retrospective incapacity, the ruling must ultimately rest on her diagnostic condition since
the behaviours expressive of pathological, supposedly ‘inauthentic’ elements – such as a
refusal to eat or undergo treatment due to fear of weight gain – are constitutive of the
disorder. Thus, we revert back to a status-based test even on this attempt to render
coherent the judge’s assessment of E’s retrospective capacity to make her advance
decisions.
This raises worrying implications: first, the move to best interests decision-making
might have been unjustified in the first instance: if both findings of current and
retrospective incapacity are questionable from a statutory point of view, the best interests
ruling in favour of coercive treatment would be invalid. But there are broader
repercussions. If the diagnosis of a disorder hinges on a particular pathology – as is the
case of anorexia nervosa – and the functional criteria of capacity is interpreted as
automatically precluding these pathological influences, a tension emerges between judicial
application and the normative intent of recent mental health legislation such as the MCA –
namely to prevent discrimination and paternalistic intervention based on a person’s
status.92 It is striking that similar cases where incapacity has been found amongst
individuals suffering from anorexia, firstly, cite how such a finding might be a derivative
of the diagnosis, and secondly, pre-date the MCA’s revisionary emphasis on a functional,
decision-specific conception of capacity. To clarify, the claim is not that the judge is
wrong to depend on precedent or that the prejudices and normative standpoint of the judge
are illegitimate in either the best interests ruling or capacity adjudications. One might
argue that for precisely the reasons mentioned above – the close enmeshment between
underlying values and the structure of reasoning in certain mental disorders – a purely
92
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functional test might be, not only impossible but inappropriate, particularly in certain lifeor-death scenarios. At root this case reveals conflicting impulses between the principles
behind the MCA and the ethical values or prejudgements informing its practical
application. However, proper debate about these issues can take place only once the
normative standpoint and prejudgements orientating judicial deliberation are made
explicit.

IV.

The issues discussed in this commentary illustrate the acute importance of delving beyond
the expressed deliberative procedure in a case so as to avoid diverting our analytical and
critical attention away from the locus of deliberative action and where normative problems
subsequently emerge. By contrast, a hermeneutical analysis helps draw explicit attention
to the prejudgements impacting on the judicial decisions in E and Others: we have seen
how the presumption in favour of the sanctity of life helps determine the best interests
ruling, as well as how a status-based test bleeds into the different capacity assessments. It
has given us reason to challenge the ruling in favour of coercive life-preserving treatment.
The interpretive skills of hermeneutics have also been helpful in pinpointing possible
tensions between the principles and ideals of the MCA on one hand, and its application
and practice on the other, especially surrounding the ethical and practical issues emerging
from the statute’s normative focus on autonomy, functional capacity, and its particularistic
and contingent approach to life-preserving treatment.
Ultimately, a more explicit articulation of deep-seated intuitions guiding legal
practice is needed to challenge and enrich the deliberative tools of those making crucial
decisions in the Court of Protection. In other legal spheres characterised by conflicting
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rights claims judicial reasoning frequently prioritises ‘form over substance’, where ‘the
judiciary tends to be more comfortable with a fairly mechanistic approach to reasoning as
opposed to [a] more value-laden type of reasoning’.93 The rhetorical language of scales
and balancing throughout E and Others falls within this mould. However, both best
interests decision-making and capacity adjudication are unavoidably value-laden, making
it even more important that the deliberative procedure renders explicit the texture of those
reasons and moral intuitions capturing the judicial imagination. For instance, the
deliberation in E and Others reveals how prejudgements orientated towards the sanctity of
life and other welfarist considerations are perhaps more deeply entrenched than the right
of self-determination in legal practice, despite current legislative trends moving towards
the ideals of patient consent and autonomy.94 The latter trend has also proved to be a
strong tradition in its own right within medico-legal and philosophical thinking.
Revealing the presence of these conflicting prejudices helps us better understand how
divergent ethical conclusions can be reached on strikingly similar cases, such as E and
Others and Re L, and even more importantly, illuminates the ‘tectonic movement’
between sometimes incommensurable ethical traditions within the law. Hermeneutics is
therefore useful for, not just its articulatory cogency, but expanding the scope for critical,
reflexive debate about the core ethical issues at stake. In accepting the impossibility of a
neutral, prejudice-free standpoint we need not assume that the judiciary is captive to
arbitrary subjective interests or whims. The emergence of transformative, dialogical
encounters that are capable of respecting the independent and autonomous claims of
another is contingent on the self-reflexive understanding of one’s own intersubjectivelyconstituted standpoint. We may or may not agree with Jackson J’s ruling in E and Others,
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but such a debate is contingent upon making the deliberative process more self-conscious
and open. For this we need to look beyond the metaphor of the scales.95
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